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Generation-Dependent Energy Dissipation in Rigid Dendrimers Studied by Femtosecond to

Nanosecond Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy†
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Department of Chemistry, Katholieke UniVersiteit LeuVen, Celestijnenlaan 200 F, 3001 HeVerlee, Belgium, and
Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung, Ackermannweg 10, 55128 Mainz, Germany

ReceiVed: June 19, 2001; In Final Form: August 29, 2001

Intramolecular kinetic processes in a series of second-generation polyphenyl dendrimers with multiple
peryleneimide chromophores attached to the para position of the outer phenyl ring were investigated by steady-
state and femtosecond to nanosecond time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The results obtained were
compared to the ones of the corresponding first-generation dendrimer series. The energy-hopping rate constant,
khopp, observed from anisotropy decay times was found to be 5 times smaller than that of the first-generation
series and scales well with the difference in average distance between the chromophores. In addition to the
processes observed in first-generation dendrimers in the ultrafast time domain by fluorescence up-conversion,
a second annihilation process is found in the second-generation multichromophoric dendrimer. The observation
of two singlet-singlet annihilation processes in this compound can be explained by the presence of a mixture
of constitutional isomers leading to a broader distribution of distances between neighboring chromophores
compared to first-generation multichromophoric dendrimers.

Introduction

Dendrimers are highly branched three-dimensional macro-
molecular systems, which in contrast to other macromolecules
can be defined on a molecular level1,2 in size, shape, and
functionality. For this reason, dendrimers have been attracting
much attention not only from the synthetic point of view3 but
also from the point of view of their physical and chemical
properties.4-9 Dendrimers consist of an interior building block
(core) surrounded by successive branched layers, the so-called
generations, and a periphery.10 A broad range of applications
for dendrimers has been reported in several fields such as guest-
host chemistry,11 analytical chemistry,12 optoelectronics,13 ca-
talysis,14 biology,15 and medicine.16 It has also been shown that
dendrimers can mimic natural light-harvesting antenna sys-
tems.17-19

Within the research group, two series of first-generation
dendrimers with an identical rigid central sp3 core and substi-
tuted with peryleneimide chromophores at the meta and para
position of the outer phenyl ring have been investigated at the
single-molecule level20 as well as at the ensemble level.21-24

The studies mentioned above lead to the understanding of the
time-resolved behavior of these dendrimers. In the time-resolved
single-photon-counting measurements, the meta-substituted den-
drimers showed the presence of some excited dimer-like states
resulting from chromophore-chromophore interaction, whereas
for the para-substituted ones, no such state has been observed.
Excitation of the peryleneimide chromophore results in excita-
tion energy hopping among similar chromophores for both
dendrimer series. The hopping rate constants were evaluated.

The short time scale dynamics has been studied by means of
femtosecond fluorescence up-conversion. These measurements
revealed four different kinetic processes for both first-generation
dendrimers: an internal vibrational relaxation, a vibrational and
solvent relaxation, an intermolecular interaction, and the
fluorescence. A fifth process, singlet-singlet annihilation, is
only present in the multichromophoric compounds as was
established by an excitation energy-dependent study.21 It has
been shown that the singlet-singlet annihilation process
contributes to a larger extent in the para-substituted dendrimers
than in the meta-substituted ones.21 These differences between
the meta- and para-substituted dendrimers demonstrate the
important role of the spatial distribution of the chromophores
at the periphery in the dynamics of the photophysical processes
involved.
To determine the influence of the generation and size of these

dendrimers on the annihilation process and energy hopping, a
series of second-generation para-substituted peryleneimide den-
drimers (G2Rx; x ) 1-4) with a rigid tetrahedral core was
investigated (Figure 1A). In this study, we report the comparison
between the solution-phase ensemble photophysics of a first and
second generation of these dendrimers investigated by steady-
state and nanosecond to femtosecond time-resolved spectro-
scopic techniques.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of G2Rx. G2Rx was synthesized by way of
repetitive Diels-Alder cycloadditions. The crucial intermediate
in the synthesis is the functionalized tetraphenylmethane
core ((4-diethynylphenyl)di-[4-(trisopropylsilyl)ethynylphenyl]-
methane core for G2R2, Figure 1C).25 With the dye (Figure
1B) attached to the para position of one phenyl group of
structure 1A, the chromophoric group can be described as being
connected to the innermost sp3 carbon center of the dendrimer
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via a rigid pentaphenylene chain. It must be pointed out though
that as a result of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition each dye can,
in principle, adopt four different positions on a dendrimer
branch, thus leading to sixteen constitutional isomers for G2R2.
Inspection of the steric situation (Figure 1A and Figure 2a′,b′)
reveals clearly, however, that these different spatial locations
lead to different classes of bischromophores where the two
extremes (short and long distance) have an average minimum
(maximum) distance of ca. 28 (37) Å. These distances have
been obtained by calculating the interchromophoric distance of
each constitutional isomer and determining the two average
extreme values based on three-dimensional structures obtained
by Merck molecular force field calculations.26

All samples were dissolved in toluene (Aldrich). The integrity
of all samples was checked thoroughly by taking steady-state
absorption and emission spectra before and after each set of
measurements. No photodegradation was observed.

Steady-State Measurements. Steady-state absorption and
corrected fluorescence spectra were recorded with Lambda 40

(Perkin-Elmer) and Fluorolog (SPEX) spectrophotometers,
respectively. The solutions obtained by dissolving the dendrim-
ers in toluene (Aldrich) had an optical density below 0.1 at the
absorption maximum (495 nm) in a 1 cm cuvette, which
corresponds to a concentration of about 10-7 M. The fluores-
cence quantum yields have been determined using a perylene-
imide-substituted polyphenylene dendrimer (meta-G1R1) as a
reference.23

Picosecond Time-resolved Experiments. The fluorescence
decay times of these second-generation dendrimers (G2R1,

G2R2, G2R3, G2R4) have been determined by the single-
photon-counting method (SPC) using a setup described previ-
ously.27 In brief, the second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser
(Tsunami, Spectra Physics) pumping an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) has been used to excite the samples at 530
nm with a repetition rate of 4 MHz. The detection system
consists of a subtractive double monochromator (9030DS,
Sciencetech) and a microchannel plate photomultiplier (R3809U,
Hamamatsu). A time-correlated single-photon-counting PC
module (SPC 630, Picoquant) was used to obtain the fluores-
cence decay histograms in 4096 channels with time increments
of 5 or 10 ps. The fluorescence decays have been recorded at
three different orientations of the emission polarizer relative to
the polarization plane of the excitation light, i.e., 54.7°, 0° (Ipar),
and 90° (Iperp). The magic angle decays were analyzed globally
with a time-resolved fluorescence analysis (TRFA) software.28

The quality of the fits has been judged by the fitting parameters
such as ø2 (<1.2), Zø2 (<3), and the Durbin-Watson parameter
(1.8 < DW < 2.2) as well as by the visual inspection of the
residuals and autocorrelation function.29 The anisotropy decay
analysis was performed with our global fluorescence decay
analysis program TRFA,28 which takes pulse deconvolution into
account.

Femtosecond Fluorescence Up-Conversion Experiments.

These experiments were performed on the second-generation
dendrimers containing one (G2R1) and four (G2R4) perylene-
imide chromophores. All measurements on these two com-
pounds were performed at room temperature in 1 mm optical
path length cuvettes under magic angle polarization conditions
(magic angle to eliminate complexity otherwise induced by
anisotropy components). All compounds were dissolved in
toluene at a concentration that yielded an absorption of ca. 0.4
per mm at the excitation wavelength of 495 nm, corresponding
to a concentration on the order of 10-5 M.

Besides the measurements under these standard conditions,
one more series was performed in which the excitation energy
was varied deliberately (see below).

The laser system has previously been described in detail.30

In brief, a Nd:YVO4 laser (Millennia V, Spectra Physics) is
used to pump a Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics).
Its output seeds a regenerative amplifier (RGA, Spitfire, Spectra
Physics). The output of the RGA (1 mJ, 100 fs, 800 nm) is
split in two equal parts, one of which is used to pump an optical
parametric generator/amplifier (OPA-800, Spectra Physics) and
a second part that is used as a gate pulse. The output wavelength
range of the OPA is extended by harmonic generation using
one or two â-barium triborate (BBO) crystals, thus making a
range of 300-900 nm accessible.

The fluorescence up-conversion detection setup has also been
described in detail in a previous publication.31 Briefly, the
fluorescence light emitted from the sample is collected and sent
to a lithium borate (LBO) crystal, in which the sum frequency
of this light and a gate pulse (800 nm, ca. 100 µJ) derived
from the RGA is generated. The time-resolved traces are then

Figure 1. Molecular structures of the molecules used in this study:
(A) G2Rx (x ) 1,2,3,4), second-generation dendrimers; (B) PI,
peryleneimide chromophore; (C) difunctionalized tetraphenylmethane
core. Different positions for chromopohore attachment are marked with
/ and //.
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collected by detecting this sum frequency light while changing
the relative delay of the gate pulse versus the sample excitation
time. By detection of scattered light under otherwise identical
conditions, the prompt response of this arrangement (including
laser sources) was determined to be approximately 250 fs. This
value was used in the analysis of all measurements for
deconvolution of the data sets.
For all measurements performed here, the excitation wave-

length was kept constant at 495 nm. Except for the series
checking the excitation energy dependence (see below), all
compounds were excited with a pulse energy of ca. 400 nJ.
Each measurement consisted of 1024 delay positions, at each
of which the fluorescence signal, the excitation laser intensity,
and the gate pulse intensity were recorded averaging over five
seconds, thus resulting in a measurement time of ca. 5000 s
per delay scan.
To capture all kinetic components potentially present in the

excited-state dynamics as precisely as possible, a measurement
as described above was then repeated using three different
channel widths for the detection. This results in three different
time windows of 6.7, 50, and 450 ps for all 1024 measured
channels. This set of three measurements was performed for
each compound throughout its complete emission spectrum at
15 different fluorescence detection wavelengths from 530 to

670 nm at intervals of 10 nm, thus resulting in a set of 45
measurements.
To investigate possible multiphoton processes, an additional

series of measurements was performed varying the laser energy
exciting the compound in a systematic way, while keeping all
other conditions constant. This was done in a range from 420
nJ (maximum laser output available) down to 20 nJ, which
turned out to be at the detection limit.
The data analysis was performed independently for each

molecule, but in an identical fashion. All 45 decay curves
measured in all three time windows were put together into a
common data set, which was analyzed globally using a nonlinear
least-squares fit routine from a commercial software package.
As part of the analysis, the data sets were also deconvoluted
using information from system prompt response measurements
that were routinely recorded during each measurement session.
For all dendrimers, a sum of four exponentials with time

constants τ1-τ4 and amplitudes a1-a4 has been found to be
necessary to fit the data sets properly as judged by minimization
of ø2 values and visual inspection of residual plots. The longest
lived component (τ4, a4) was determined by a single-photon-
counting detection setup and kept fixed in the analysis of the
femtosecond up-conversion study. It has a time constant of 3.9
ns.

Figure 2. Molecular structures of G2R4 isomers: (a) isomer with a long-distance pair of chromophores; (a′) 3D structure of isomer with a
long-distance pair of chromophores; (b) isomer with a short-distance pair of chromophores; (b′) 3D structure of isomer with a short-distance pair
of chromophores.
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Results

Steady-State Spectra. The steady-state absorption and emis-
sion spectra of the rigid dendrimers (G2R1, G2R2, G2R3,

G2R4) under investigation were found to be independent of
the number of chromophores present in the dendrimers.
Representative examples for the model compound with one
chromophore, G2R1, and with a maximum number of four
chromophores, G2R4, in toluene are shown in Figure 3. The
absorption spectra show two vibronic maxima at 495 and 520
nm. The fluorescence spectra give two vibronic maxima at 560
and 600 nm. No spectral changes have been observed when
compared with the corresponding first-generation dendrimer
series. The fluorescence quantum yield (Φf) is calculated to be
0.98 ( 0.05 and is identical within experimental error for all
compounds.

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Measurements. To investigate
the excited-state properties of these dendrimers, fluorescence
decay times were measured in toluene by single-photon counting
detecting the emission under the magic angle condition. The
fluorescence decays were monitored at different emission
wavelengths and were globally analyzed. All decays could be
fitted globally to a single exponential with a decay time of 3.9
ns (Table 1).

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Polarization Measurements.

From fluorescence anisotropy measurements, anisotropy relax-
ation times and the associated anisotropy values have been
determined for G2R1, G2R2, G2R3, and G2R4 using the
following well-known expression:

For the dendrimers with more than one chromophore, a two-
exponential function was found to be essential to fit the
experimental anisotropy decay traces (Table 1). The long
depolarization time constant relates to overall rotation of the
molecule, whereas the short depolarization time constant, which
decreases with the number of chromophores in the dendrimers,
relates to energy hopping (vide infra).

Femtosecond Fluorescence Up-Conversion Measurements.

To reveal ultrafast processes, femtosecond fluorescence up-
conversion measurements were performed. In a first series, the
second-generation dendrimer containing one peryleneimide
chromophore (G2R1) was investigated, serving as a model
compound for a molecule with only one chromophore attached
to a dendritic core. In a second series, the second-generation
dendrimer containing four peryleneimide chromophores at the
rim (G2R4) was studied. To investigate the influence of the
generation number in detail, the results obtained with these
second-generation dendrimers will be compared to those of the
first-generation dendrimers containing one (G1R1) and four
(G1R4) peryleneimide chromophores.21

By global analysis, four decay components were revealed in
both second-generation compounds. Their decay times are
summarized in Table 2.
As the decay time τ1 was not found to be constant throughout

the spectrum, it could not be analyzed globally. In all cases, it
varies between 500 fs at short fluorescence detection wave-
lengths and 2 ps at longer fluorescence detection wavelengths.
The behavior of this component is identical to the ultrafast decay
component of the first-generation dendrimers (G1R1 and
G1R4). This kinetic component was attributed to a process
occurring within one chromophore,22 which is therefore inde-
pendent of the generation number. Also, the ultrafast decay
component recovered in the mono- and multichromophoric
second-generation dendrimers under investigation can be at-
tributed to this intramolecular vibrational-energy redistribution
(IVR) process in the electronically excited state of the chro-
mophore.32,33

The second component (τ2, a2) exhibits a fast time constant
on the order of 6 ps for both second-generation compounds,
G2R1 and G2R4. The time constant of the third component
ranges from 40 ps for G2R1 to 50 ps for G2R4. The fourth
decay time of 3.9 ns was determined by SPC measurements.
The amplitudes of the components determined by femtosec-

ond fluorescence up-conversion are depicted in Figure 4A and
4B for G2R1 and G2R4, respectively. The amplitude of the
second component represents 10%-40% of the total amplitude
for both second-generation compounds, depending on the
detection wavelength. The contribution of the third component
to the total amplitude is grossly different in both second-
generation compounds. For the multichromophoric G2R4, this
third component is contributing between 20% and 35% to the
total amplitude, depending on the detection wavelength. For the
monochromophoric G2R1, this component is contributing at
the most 10% of the total amplitude, again depending on the

Figure 3. Normalized steady-state absorption and emission spectra
for the model compound G2R1 (solid line) and G2R4 (dots). The
emission spectra were excited at a wavelength of 495 nm.

TABLE 1. Fluorescence Decay Times (τa) and Fit
Parameters of the Fluorescence Anisotropy Decays
Measured for the Rigid Dendrimers in Toluene with λexc )

530 nm and λflu ) 600 nm and Average
Peryleneimide-Peryleneimide Distances (dFRET)b

compound τa (ns) r0 Θ1 Θ2 (ns) â1 â2 â2/r0 (%) dFRET (Å)

G2R1 3.9 0.32 2.7 0.32
G2R2 3.9 0.36 3.1 0.41 0.18 0.18 0.50 36
G2R3 3.9 0.36 2.7 0.31 0.14 0.22 0.61 37
G2R4 3.9 0.35 3.0 0.28 0.08 0.27 0.77 38

a Globally analyzed over different wavelengths between 550 and 700
nm. b dFRET is derived from eq 6 on the basis of the rate of energy
hopping within the Förster energy-transfer model.

TABLE 2. Decay Times Resulting from Global Analysis for
All Compounds Investigated by Femtosecond Fluorescence
Up-Conversion

compound τ1 (ps) τ2 (ps) τ3 (ps) τ4a (ps)

G1R1 0.5-2b 6.3 110 3900
G1R4 0.5-2b 4.0 45 3900
G2R1 0.5-2b 6.0 50 3900
G2R4 0.5-2b 5.8 40 3900

a Fixed during the fit procedure. b Varying with fluorescence detec-
tion wavelength.

r(t) ) ∑âi exp(-t/Θi) and r0 ) ∑
i

âi (1)
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detection wavelength. The largest part of the amplitude,
however, is found in the nanosecond component (τ4, a4) for
both compounds (data not shown).
The second decay component that could be found back in

the second-generation dendrimers has a decay time of 6 ps
(Table 2). Figure 5A shows the partial amplitudes for the
monochromophoric second-generation compound G2R1 in
function of the detection wavelength. From the shape and the
positive/negative amplitude behavior, this kinetic component
can be attributed to a vibrational and solvent relaxation in the
electronically excited state of the peryleneimide chromo-
phore.22,34-40

To investigate the influence of chromophore-chromophore
interactions, the multichromophoric second-generation com-
pound G2R4 was studied. The positive offset of the partial
amplitude curves ofG2R4 compared to those ofG2R1 indicates
that more than one process is contributing to the second decay
component of the multichromophoric compound as opposed to
the monochromophoric compound.21,22 The first pathway con-
tributing to this process in both compounds has been attributed
to a relaxation process (see above). The second pathway
contributing to this process is an intramolecular singlet-singlet

annihilation process that is independent of detection wavelength
and exists only in compounds with multiple chromophores.41-46

To extend the hypothesis formulated for G1R4 and G2R4

and to be able to separate these two processes, an excitation
energy-dependent study was performed on both second-genera-
tion compounds. By varying the excitation energy impinging
on the sample between 20 nJ and 420 nJ, a clear dependence
of the amplitude of the 6 ps component could be observed. This
energy-dependent study was performed at the strategically
chosen detection wavelength of 590 nm. For the monochromo-
phoric compound (G2R1), the partial amplitude for the second
component is close to zero. However, for the multichromophoric
compound (G2R4), the amplitude of the second component is
shifted to a positive value. Thus, all intensity dependence
observed at the 590 nm detection wavelength can be attributed
to the intramolecular singlet-singlet annihilation process. The
partial amplitudes for the multichromophoric compound (G2R4)
are shifted to a higher value over the entire detection wavelength
range. In Figure 6B, the decays recorded at the 590 nm detection
wavelength and at different excitation energies are depicted for
the multichromophoric G2R4. Because the relative importance
of the annihilation process should increase as the excitation
energy increases, the partial amplitudes as a function of the
detection wavelength of the 6 ps component of the multi-
chromophoric compound should at low excitation energy
resemble the one for the monochromophoric compound. This
is exactly what is observed (Figure 6B). The shift of the partial
amplitude, a2, over the whole wavelength range of the multi-
chromophoricG2R4 is indicative of an annihilation process.22,42

A similar energy-dependent study has been performed for
the monochromophoric G2R1. In Figure 6A, the results are
depicted, and they show no detectable excitation energy
dependence. The dependence of the partial amplitude a2 of this
6 ps component on the incident laser energy is shown in Figure
7A and 7B for G2R1 and G2R4 at 630 and 590 nm detection
wavelengths, respectively. This is a clear indication that inG2R1

the annihilation process is absent and that the amplitude
spectrum is only showing the vibrational and solvent relaxation
of the chromophore itself.

Figure 4. Wavelength dependence of the partial amplitudes (a1, a2,
a3) of the decay times (τ1,τ2,τ3) of the second-generation dendrimers
determined by femtosecond fluorescence up-conversion: (A) mono-
chromophoric second-generation compound G2R1; (B) multichro-
mophoric second-generation compound G2R4; τ1 (9), τ2 (b), τ3 (2).

Figure 5. Wavelength dependence of the amplitude a2 of the second
component (A) and the amplitude a3 of the third component (B) for
the compounds G2R4 (9), G1R4 (0), G2R1 (2), and G1R1 (4).

Figure 6. Comparison of the time-resolved fluorescence intensity
recorded at low- and high-excitation energy (as indicated): (A)
monochromophoric compound G2R1 detected at 590 nm; (B) multi-
chromophoric compound G2R4 detected at 590 nm.

Energy Dissipation in Rigid Dendrimers J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 106, No. 10, 2002 2087



The same energy-dependence study has been performed on
the third decay component. Figure 8A and 8B depicts the partial
amplitude a3 for G2R1 and G2R4 at 630 and 590 nm,
respectively, as a function of the excitation energy. The
monochromophoric G2R1 shows no dependence on the excita-
tion energy at the two selected detection wavelengths. This is
in contrast to the results for the multichromophoricG2R4, which
shows a clear dependence at these wavelengths (Figures 8A
and 8B). In view of the typical power dependence, the 40 ps
component of G2R4 can also be attributed to an annihilation
process.

Discussion

In a previous study,21,24 a similar series of measurements was
performed on the first-generation para-substituted polyphenylene
dendrimers similarly substituted with the peryleneimide chro-
mophore. By comparing these results with the newly obtained
ones of the second-generation dendrimers, the influence of the
generation number upon the kinetics can be revealed.
The similarity of the steady-state properties of all the

dendrimers in terms of spectral shape and fluorescence maxima
suggests that the emission occurs from the same state in all of
the dendrimers. Table 1 shows that the decay traces for all of
these can be fitted well by a monoexponential function. No long
decay component of 7.4 ns as obtained with the meta-substituted
first-generation rigid core dendrimer (m-G1R1)23 was observed.
Contrary to the meta compound, there are no isomers formed
in which the two chromophores can approach each other
sufficiently to form an excimer-like state.

Intramolecular Energy Hopping. The time-resolved ani-
sotropy data can reveal the characteristic features of the energy-
hopping process. The multichromophoric dendrimers present
two-exponential decays in the anisotropy traces. The fast
component (410-280 ps) of the anisotropy decay (Table 1),
which is found to decrease from G2R2 to G2R4, can be related
to the excitonic energy hopping among identical chromophores.
Considering the time scale, this process of energy hopping could
be explained in the framework of the Förster theory as has been
discussed in the meta and para series of dendrimers23,24 of the
first generation. The effective interaction radius (R0) can be
calculated from the steady-state spectra and the fluorescence
quantum yield of the donor chromophore (φD) with eqs. 2
and 3

where κ2, as a first approximation, is set to 2/3 for the usually
assumed random orientation of the chromophores, φD is the
donor fluorescence quantum yield, n is the refractive index of
the solvent (1.496 for toluene) and J is the spectral overlap
integral defined by

where εA(λ) represents the molar extinction coefficient of the
acceptor and FD(λ) denotes the donor fluorescence spectrum
on a wavelength (λ) scale. Using the spectral data (εmax/3 )

38.300 M-1 cm-1 25, φf ) 98%), the calculated value of J is
found to be 2.5 × 1014 M-1 cm-1 nm.4

From eq 2, it can be seen that the Förster radius (R0) strongly
depends on the orientation factor κ between the two interacting

chromophores. As the attachment of the chromophores to the
dendrimer backbone cannot be taken as random, the value of κ

has been calculated from the three-dimensional molecular
structure,

where æDA is the azimuthal angle between the involved
transition dipole moment directions of the energy donor D and
acceptor A and δD and δA are the angles between the
corresponding dipole directions of D and A with the internuclear
D-A axis, respectively. The average value of around 2.7 has
been found for the dendrimers in which the chromophores are
at long distance from each other (Figure 2a,a′). However, for
the isomer of G2R4 with a short distance pair of chromophores
(Figure 2b,b′), the average κ2 for all couplings between pairs
of two chromophores is obtained as 1.5. Hence, the hopping
rate constant, khopp, obtained from experimental results should
be considered as an average hopping for the different possible
constitutional isomers in the dendrimer.
Taking into account the possibility of multiple hopping

channels in the multichromophoric systems containing identical
chromophores, an average hopping rate constant (khopp) accord-
ing to the energy-hopping model23 is given by the expression

where Θ1 and Θ2 are the experimental extracted decay times
and the value of i represents the number of chromophores fully
interacting in both the forward and the backward direction.
Through the use of eq 5, a value of 0.85 ns-1 for khopp of these
dendrimers is obtained. This value is more than five times
smaller than that of the corresponding first-generation dendrim-
ers. The anisotropy contribution â2/r0 (Table 1) due to energy
hopping can be verified,23 and the respective values of â2/r0
for G2R3 (61%) and G2R4 (77%) agree quite well with the
theoretical values of 66% and 75%, respectively, suggesting full
cross-talk among all chromophores. The constancy, within
experimental error, of the r0, the sum of the two â values, in
this series is in contrast with the G1Rx meta 23 series of
dendrimers but identical to the G1Rx para24 series and relates
to the absence of structural conformers in which overlapping
chromophores lead to excimer-like emission.
With the use of the excited-state lifetime (τD), the derived

values of R0 (45 Å) with a value of κ2 of 2.7 and khopp, the
distance between the two chromophores has been calculated
from the following equation:

This yields a value of dFRET) 37 Å, which is in good agreement
with the average interchromophoric distance obtained from
molecular modeling. From the sixth-power dependence of khopp
on the average interchromophoric distance (dFRET) and the use
of the ratio of the values of khopp for the first- and second-
generation series, an average for dFRET for the second-generation
series is found to be 37 Å. The decrease in hopping rate constant
in these molecules hence scales with the sixth power of the
distance difference as expected within the Förster model.

Intramolecular Singlet-Singlet Annihilation. In Figure 5A,
the comparison between the amplitude spectra of τ2 of the
multichromophoric and the monochromophoric dendrimers is
shown as a function of the detection wavelength. The positive
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amplitude offset of the multichromophoric compounds with
respect to the monochromophoric compounds is more pro-
nounced for the first-generation compound G1R4 than for the
second-generation compound G2R4. This effect can also be
observed in Figure 7 in which the amplitude a2 is displayed as
a function of the excitation energy at the detection wavelengths
630 nm (Figure 7A) and 590 nm (Figure 7B). At both detection
wavelengths, the curve for the first-generation compoundG1R4

has a larger partial positive amplitude than the second-generation
compound G2R4.

The partial amplitude a3 as a function of the detection
wavelength is shown in Figure 5B. The shapes of all of the
amplitude spectra of G1R1, G2R1, and G1R4 are almost
identical. G2R4 shows the same general shape however at a
much larger partial amplitude.
The partial amplitude as a function of the excitation energy

is depicted in Figure 8 at the wavelengths 630 nm (Figure 8A)
and 590 nm (Figure 8B). The partial amplitude of the 40 ps
component of G2R4 is clearly dependent on the excitation
energy, as opposed to the partial amplitudes, a3, of the
monochromophoric G1R1 and G2R1, which show no depen-
dence on the excitation energy.

Because of the dependence of a2 and a3 on the excitation
energy inG2R4, these 5 and 40 ps components can be attributed
to annihilation processes. The appearance of two annihilation
processes in G2R4 relates to the mixture of constitutional
isomers, which gives a broader distribution of distances between
neighboring chromophores compared to that of G1R4. As a
result of this, besides a short (ca. 5 ps) annihilation process
occurring between chromophores at short distances, similar to
G1R4 but less important in G2R4, an additional annihilation
process (ca. 50 ps) is resolved, which can be attributed to
interactions between chromophores at longer distances. Two
possible structures for isomers with a short- and a long-distance
pair of chromophores are depicted in Figure 2a,a′ and 2b,b′,
respectively. The relative contribution of the short annihilation
process indicates approximately 10-15% of isomers in which
the two chromophores are at shorter distances.
The 50 ps component of G2R1 is independent of the laser

energy. Probably, it is an analogue to the previously observed
component for G1R1, which was found to be due to an
intermolecular process. In G2R4, this process might be present
but is obscured by the much more important annihilation
process. In single-photon-timing experiments, this component
is not observed because of the much lower concentration and
the much lower power compared to the up-conversion experi-
ments.

Conclusions

The dynamics of intramolecular energy hopping and singlet-
singlet annihilation in a series of second-generation poly-
phenylene dendrimers are quantitatively studied and compared
with the corresponding first-generation dendrimers. The energy-
transfer process has been explained in terms of Förster-type
resonance energy transfer. Considering the importance of the
dipole-dipole orientation factor, the average κ2 values have been
determined as 2.7 and 1.5 for the G2R4 isomers with a long-
and short-distance pair of chromophores, respectively. This
difference in κ2 values influences the value of R0, and hence,
the derived khopp has to be considered as an average hopping
rate among the chromophores.
In fluorescence up-conversion, the kinetic processes observed

in the first and second generation have similar characteristics.
Moreover, in the multichromophoric second-generation com-
pound G2R4, a dual annihilation process was observed. The
fast annihilation process occurs between a short-distance pair
of chromophores comparable in distance to the one in G1R4,

while the longer time annihilation process occurs among the
more prevalent pair of chromophores at longer distance. The
origin of this can be traced back to the distribution of
constitutional isomers as a result of the synthesis.
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Note Added after ASAP Posting

This article was released ASAP on 10/10/2001 with minor
errors in the text, Figure 4 caption, and equation 6. The correct
version was posted on 11/15/2001.

Figure 7. Dependence of the partial amplitude a2 of the second
component from the laser excitation energy for the compounds G2R4

(9), G2R1 (2), G1R4 (0), and G1R1 (4) at detection wavelength
630 nm (A) and 590 nm (B).

Figure 8. Dependence of the partial amplitude a3 of the third
component from the laser excitation energy for the compounds G2R4

(9), G2R1 (2), G1R4 (0), and G1R1 (4) at detection wavelength
630 nm (A) and 590 nm (B).
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